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In August 2007 a Todd K. S------ wrote me with the information below. I have recently tried to contact him 
by email and it came back, so I won’t give his full name. 
 
Can others out there confirm or add to this information? I have the movie “Hello Down There” which has a 
tantalizing 1 or 2-second shot of N122S, but that’s all. I’d love to have the other movies! Todd wrote: 
 

Yes, I am very positive that the aircraft is the same as in "Daring Game", down to the N122S tail number 
and the red empennage/yellow rudder color scheme, and the inclusion of the Flying Fish logo used by the 
fictional organization in the movie. "Daring Game" was an Ivan Tors-produced adventure film in the vein 
of "Sea Hunt" and "Around the World Under The Sea", starring Bridges, Michael Ansara, and Brock 
Peters. Though released by Paramount in theaters in 1968, it was actually an attempted pilot for a new 
TV series, though it never took off. In fact, the opening shot is of N122S flying over the MIA area. 
  
The movie is, or was at least in 1994, available on VHS, (I obtained it thru Musicland on special order), 
but apparently not yet in DVD. 
  
Also, N122S was used in two other Ivan Tors movies. In the Tony Randall comedy "Hello Down There" 
(which might be more obtainable thru VHS or DVD), stock footage from "Daring Game" showing four 
parachuting scuba divers jumping out of the back hatch of the aircraft, with N122S clearly readable on the 
fuselage, is shown toward the end of the movie. 
 
In the 1970 TV movie "The Aquarians" (another attempt at a TV series pilot starring Ricardo Montalban), 
the same stock footage is used, as well as several new shots of the YC-122 flying around as well. Both 
"Daring Game" and "The Aquarians" were filmed in/around Miami, so I am guessing either Ivan Tors 
Studios or someone associated with Tors, owned the aircraft at that time. 
  
I grew up with these movies (In fact, "Daring Game" fired up my interest in scuba diving) and for a long 
time was curious as to what kind of aircraft was used. I found out in 1991 that it was a C122...and only 
now using Google and looking up pics I noticed the tail number in one and drew the easy conclusion. 
 
He later added: If I am not mistaken, that very YC-122 aircraft, tail no. N122S, was featured in the 1968 
Lloyd Bridges  movie "Daring Game", an old favorite of mine about an organization of air-sea specialists 
who use the aircraft to deliver various submersible vehicles via at-altitude overwater air-drop. 


